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INTRODUCTION 

It is known that an analogy exists between water flowing xrith 

a free surface in a smooth bottomed rectangular channel and 

adiabatic two-dimensional compressible gas flow* The analogy is 

called The Hydraulic Analogy*# (Ref* 3) 

Previously this analogy has been used to study flow around 

various shapes and thereby to arrive at some qualitative results 

which could be used to help to interpret phenomena which occur in 

adiabatic compressible gas flow* Other work has been done using the 

analogy to study transient flow problems as they relate to 

compressible gas flow* 

The purpose of this work is to investigate whether any 

correlation can be obtained between the addition of heat to a 

compressible gas flowing in a duct and certain physical modifica¬ 

tions performed with the Hydraulic Analogy* 

# See bibliography for references* 



THEORY 

The basis for the adiabatic hydraulic analogy lies in the 

similarity of the basic equations which govern the two-dimensional 

isentropic flair of a compressible gas and the quasi-two-dimensional 

flow of an incompressible liquid in a rectangular channel* 

The gas flow is assumed to be steady, adiabatic, inviscid, 

two-dimensional, and irrotational- i.e. (Vxv ) =0. This means 

that potential flow exists and that the potential equation of 

motion may be stated ass 

* xx 1 - 
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-20 00 = 0 , (Ref. 2) (1) 
2y_S_y. 
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where 0 is the velocity potential. The subscripts x and y denote 
differentiation with respect to x and y. C is the velocity of 

propagation of a small disturbance- i.e. the velocity of sound. 

By the definition of the potential function: 

v =d<b , 
7
 dy 

Conservation of mass may be expressed by the use of the 

Continuity Equations V'if v) = 0 , (2) 

in which f is the density and W is the velocity vector. 

When water flows in a rectangular smooth bottomed channel the 

flow may be described best as quasi-two-dimensional. The term quasi 

denotes that any vertical velocities and accelerations are 

assumed to be negligible, although changes in the depth are not 

ignored. If ono denotes the depth of the water as H and uses the 

floor of the channel as an x , y coordinate plane, and if 



irrotationality is again assumed, the following governing relations 

exist: 

Potential Equation: (Ref* 2) 

0 [1 — + y1 

3H 
where II is the depth of t 

-2 Mia 0 » 
jH 

(3) 

he water and 0 is again the potential 

function. The ^gH is the velocity of propagation of small 

disturbances apparent as small surface waves in the water. 

(Ref. 2). 

Conservation of mass is expressed by use of the Continuity 

Equation: V'{ Hv ) = 0 • (4) 

Comparison of the two potential equations (l) and (3) shows 

that an analogy exists between the two flows in terms of the 

dimensionless velocities: 

Gas Flow 

Water Flow - 

Mach Number, M = v 
C 

Froude Humber, F = v 
Ym 

(5) 

(6) 

Comparison of the continuity equations, (2) and (4) reveals 

that since the velocities are analogous for the two flows that 

the water depth in the water flow is analogous to the density in 

the gas flow. This analogous relation is customarily represented 

in a dimensionless form in terms of the ’'stagnation state”, the 

state existing when the flow is brought to rest. This state is 

denoted by the subscript o. Therefore: >%is analogous to H . 
J° EL 

Further specialization is made by approximating the gas to bo 
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an ideal gas* Conservation of energy yields the additional fact* 

T is analogous to g , where T denotes the temperature of the 

T H 
o o 

gas* (Ref* 2) (he also obtains the fact thats £ is analogous 

[!]' 
to | H | • where P denotes the pressure of the gas* For an ideal 

K-l 
gas * Z ■ 

*o % , where K is the ratio of specific heats* 

Therefore it is seen that this portion of the analogy holds only 

for a fictitious gas for which K - 2* 

Summarised below are the analogous relations for the 

Hydraulic Analogy* 

Two-dimensional* compressible, 

adiabatic* gas flow. 

Corresponding values in 

analogous liquid flow. (Water). 

Temperature ratio* 

Pressure ratio. 

Density ratio* 

Velocity of sound. 

Ihch Number* 

1 
To 

£ 
Po 

f 

Jo 

o =VKRT 
11 — v / C 

jg Water depth ratio • (7) 

2 
£| Square of water depth 
Hj ratio. (8) 

H Water depth ratio. (9) 

H 
o 

Velocity of surface waves* 
C *VgH 

F = v / gH Froude Number* 

Attention is now directed to the case of a compressible* 

ideal gas flowing in a duct of constant cross section to which 

heat is being added* For simplicity it is assumed that R and K for 



the gas remain constant and that no mass is being added to the 

flowing gas with the addition of the heat* Here R denotes the specific 

gas constant for the gas* £3 the following work the subscript 1 

will refer to the steady state condition at seme control station 

upstream from the area in which the heat is being added* The 

subscript 2 will refer to the steady state condition downstream 

from the area in which the heat is being added* The states of the 

fluid denoted by the subscripts refer to the conditions which are 

present in the fluid at the point in question while the process 

of heat addition is occuring at some other point in the flow system* 

Q 

The above represents the steady state addition of heat to a 

gas flowing in a duct of constant cross section* If the gas is 

assumed to be ideal then the following equations describe the flow 

conditions. (Ref. 3) 

Ideal Gas: 

The Momentum Equation: £2 = [l + KMj[] / [1 + KM|] . (10) 
P1 

The Energy Equation: «=ho2-hol C11) 
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The symbol h denotes the enthalpy of the gas, Q denotes the heat 

added, and the subscript o again refers to the ’’stagnation state”* 

The dimensionless quantity J3 may be defined as: j3 = £ * (12) 
lol 

J° may also be expressed as: f - h 

h 
£2. -1 . 
ol 

Therefore (j9 + l]= ^o2_. Since for an ideal gas, h = f (T) only, 
hol T 

Jv/ may now bo oxoressed as:(J® + lj= — 
T 

02 

ol 

(13) 

From the momentum equation and the definition of the stagnation 

state: 

o2 ss L 

?ol 

1 + KL 
VK-I 

1 + KMI] [x + Si „2 1VK-1 
(u) 

2 *5 

M2 ’ 
2 

i+¥,4]=(i+/] 

1 + KMg 1 + KM^ 

1 + ¥ 4 

and one may x-jrite this as JJ ( M^) -(l + J*)ju ( li^) 

by defining p ( M ) = 
JL [1+^4 . 

1 + KM2 

A representative plot of JJ ( M ) vs M is shoun below* 

(Ref. 1) 

(35) 

(16) 

(17) 

M 
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for any given M^* 

is of such a magnitude that for Mj4 1 , Mg = 1, then any increase 

in J° will serve only to decrease instead of increasing Mg to 

a value greater than unity. This effect is called choking* 

Similarly, if MJ>1 andf + 1 is of such a magnitude that 1ig * lj 

then any increase inj® will serve to increase instead of 

decreasing any further* This effect is also called choking* 

Therefore, it is seen that for any the effect of heat 

addition is to cause Mg to approach unity* 

Now, soma relations will he derived for water flowing in a 

rectangular channel* At some section in the channel an amount of 

water, , is being added to the flowing stream* 

Y t— 7 
\ 

/ 

Hi 
A—* k- 
1 2 

Eqn* (16) shows that/7( M ) ? /J ( M^) 

Conservation of momentum gives a 

,2 
A 
2 

% 
2 

g 

2-, 
1 + 2 vi 

- 

h 

h 

= X 
ll 
2 

= H2 

2 
1 + 2_V, 

ni/2 
1 + 2 F, 

1 + 2 F2 
211/2 

(18) 

(19) 
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The Continuity Equation givess VjH^ [1+^3 = vflz • (20) 

Here / is the amount of water added in terns of v-jH^. 

Note that ^ does not appear in the momentum equation* (18)* 

Tills situation is similar to that which exists for the addition 

of heat to gas flow, since in that case the addition of the heat 

does not appear in the momentum equation#' Therefore to insure 

that no momentum is added in the x coordinate direction, 

parallel to the flow direction* y) must be added vertically* 

Continuing: . /  

YW[ V^2 V Hi 
+n = . (a) 

Therefore from Equations (19) and (21), 

= [i -M] 

F, 

Now define 0(F) « 

1+2 F?]3^ 

' 2?A 1 + 2 F. y 
F 

>13/4 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

|l + 2 Ffi 

so that 0 ( F2) = [1 +/*3 0 ( F^) 

0 ( F ) vs F is plotted in Fig* 2* 

It may be seen from Fig. 2 that 0 ( F ) is a maximum when 

F - 1* It may also be seen from Fig. 2, since 0 ( F2) ={l +/^3iP( F^), 

and /VO, that, 
if FjXl then F2>F^ , and 

if F1>1 then F2< F1. 
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V 2 
But. 5 - C 1 + 2 »? [ Equation (19) ] 

”1 [7777^2 

If Fx< 1 and P2
>F

I ^en Hg < 1 . 

h 

If F^ > 1 and P2< F± then H2 > 1 • 

h 

Or, for initial Froude Numbers less than unity any addition 

of A will increase the final Froude Number ( F2 ) and decrease 

the final depth ( H2 )• Conversely, for initial Froude Numbers 

greater than unity any addition of A will decrease the final 

Froude Number ( ) and increase the final depth ( H2 )• 

As F2 —1 there is a limiting value of A which if 

exceeded will serve only to change the ^stream conditions, 

( F^ , )• This is analogous to the situation which occurs 

in the gas flow with the heat addition# This phenomena for the 

water flow may also be called choking and is due to the 

remarkable similarity between Fig* 1 for the gas flow and 

Fig* 2 for the water flow* 

If F0 » 1, ( F2 ) = ( 1 +A) { 
^ Lim. 

Lim. 
<F2) 

M FJ. > 

From Fig* 2 , 

8> ( Fx ) 

[(F1 

-1 • 

-1. (25) 

A relation between the stagnation depths of the water 



flow before and after the addition of A will now be derived* 

The Energy Equation may be stated: 

H0 = H + J
2 . 

° 2g 

HB=1+E
2
 • 

H 2 

®L = % Jd. ^£2 • 
H2 Hol So2 H2 

From Equations (19) and (26), 

where the subscripts o2 and ol refer to the stagnation 

states of the mass rates of flow which differ by A « 

Define §>0 ( F ) = [1 + |2j/ Cl + 2 F2]^2 

Therefore by Equations (27) and (28), 

*o<P2> " 
H
O2 S>O < Fl> • 

H 
ol 

A plot of ( F ) vs F is found in Fig* 

Summarizing the preceding analyses: 

3. 



Gaa Flow Water Flow 

and h 

IA 
, and between o2 and 

P, 
Ol 

^02 
H 
olj 

However JU (M) is not directly analogous to <J5 ( F ) since 

^ is being added in the energy equation for tbs gas flow 

and is being added in the continuity equation for the water 

flow* It has been shown however that an analogous choking 

effect occurs between and Mg for thegas flow and between 

F^ and Fg for the water flow* If the analogy were to be used 

to 3tudy the addition of heat to gas flow then J* would have 
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to be related to ^ • It is believed that no direct or useful 

analogy exists between j° and • 



APPARATUS 

To examine the accuracy of the assumptions leading to 

Eqn.(19) and to Eqn.(24) it was necessary to construct 

certain equipment. 

The equipment needed for this work wa3 basically as 

follows: An open rectangular channel to contain the flow, 

a method of adding water to the flowing stream, and a method 

of recording the depths at different locations in the system. 

To obtain these features a "water table" was constructed. 

A photograph of the water table is shown in Fig. 4« 

The water table consists of a steel truss pivoted at 

one end and connected to a mechanism on the other end which 

enables the truss to be tilted along its longitudinal axis. 

Upon the truss a large glass plate rests. This glass plate 

forms the floor of the channel. Aluminum plates fastened to 

the uprights on the truss and sealed to the edges of the 

glass form the vertical side walls of the channel. Water is 

circulated over the glass by means of a 1000 gpm. pump which 

draws suction from a catch tank located under the downstream 

lip of the glass plate. Fig. 5 is a photograph of the catch 

tank and the main circulating pimp. This pump discharges into 

a six inch diameter pipe which contains an orifice plate to 

measure the flow and a globe valve to regulate the flow. This 

six inch diameter pipe carries the water back up to the up- 
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stream end of the water table and discharges into a tank 

mounted in the truss# This tank has one of its lips sealed 

to the upstream edge of the glass plate# The discharge from 

the six inch diameter pipe into this tank rises from the 

bottom of the tank to the surface through a series of fine 

screens which insure a smooth even flow in the tank# The 

surface water in the tank then flows out over the glass, 

down the channel and back into the stationary catch tank# 

To isolate the table from any vibrations caused by the pump, 

the six inch diameter pipe from the pump was anchored to the 

floor and connection made to the upstream tank in the truss 

by a length of six inch diameter rubber hose# This also enables 

the table to be tilted without disturbing the six inch diameter 

pipe# Fig# 6 is a photograph of the upstream end of the table# 

To measure water depths on the table a carriage was 

constructed which travels on a set of rails, parallel to and 

directly above the channel side walls# The carriage may be 

moved to any position along the longitudinal axis of the 

channel by means of these rails# The carriage contains a 

moveable plate to which is fastened an Ames Dial Indicator 

with a ten inch range. This plate may be moved across the 

channel by means of a lead screx*. The dial indicator is 

graduated to 0.01 inch,^nd terminates in a pointed probe# 

This probe is used to measure the depths by visual means# 
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Scales beside the longitudinal rails and mounted on the 

carriage are used to determine the position of the carriage 

along the channel and of the dial indicator across the channel* 

Details of the carriage are shown in Fig* 7* 

Using the plane of the glass plate as an x,y coordinate 

system, the apparatus described will measure any depth and 

relative position in the flow system* 

To accelerate the flow to any desired Froude Number and 

to maintain the desired flow depth for a fixed mass flow rate 

a suppressor gate and a weir gate are used* To account for 

frictional effects on the Froude Number the tilting mechan¬ 

ism is used* Fig* 8 best shows how these pieces of equipment 

are used* 

Different widths of channels are made and different 

configurations are procured by the use of polyethylene strips 

held in place by rubber suction cups and brass arms* Fig* 12 

is a photograph of one of the suction cup assemblies* 

To verify Eqn* (19) and Eqn* (24) it was necessary to 

add water vertically and uniformly across the width of the 

channel* Accomplishment of this was attained by the construct¬ 

ion of a trough, open at the top and containing a slit along 

the entire length of its bottom edge* This trough was sus¬ 

pended from the vertical aluminum walls of the channel 

directly over the area to which water was to be added* The 

water in the trough was supplied by a 50 gpm* pump* This pump 
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take 3 suction from the large catch tank and discharges into 

a one inch diameter pipe containing an orifice plate for flow 

measurement and a globe valve and pump bypass for flow control* 

The one inch diameter pipe is connected to the trough by a 

one inch diameter rubber hose* Pig. 9 is a photograph of this 

trough* 
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EXFBRIMEMT&L PROCEDURE 

To verify the conclusions arrived at regarding the amount 

of A required to change the initial Froude Number to a 

predicted final Froude Humber tests were conducted with the 

equipment previously described. 

For initial Froude numbers less than unity, analogous to 

subsonic gas flow, the following procedure was followed? 

An eighteen inch wide channel was constructed by use of 

the polyethylene strips and the suction cup assemblies. This 

width of channel reduced the overall mass flow rate which 

was necessary for the experiment. 

The trough for A addition was suspended over a section 

of the channel in such a relative position that measurements 

could be made upstream and downstream from the trough 

without encountering any disturbances due to the water addition 

or due to the suppressor gate or the weir gate. The circulat¬ 

ing pump was started and set to some flow rate that would 

produce the desired Froude Humber in conjunction with a 

calculated suppressor gate setting. 

Preliminary measurements of depth were taken along the 

length of the channel to assure that the depth remained 

constant initially. For a suppressor gate height of 0.75 inch 
it was found that no slope was needed on the table to maintain 

a constant depth and Froude Number for Froude Numbers between 

0.3 and 0.6. The weir gate was raised to 0*29 inch for these 



results* 

The irater supply to the trough was then turned on and 

adjusted to some arbitrary -value within a range of values 

calculated to match the circulating flow* The addition of 

water caused a change in the upstream depth and therefore a 

change in the initial Froude Number* With water being added 

by the trough and steady state conditions prevailing in the 

system, the depths upstream and downstream from the trough 

were measured* The average depths for two values of x were 

recorded for each area. The average depth was taken to be the 

average of two values of y for each value of x. The y 

positions being one third of the channel width in from the 

channel wall* From the depth of flow, channel width, and mass 

flow rate past the cross section, the Froude Number was 

calculated* To vary the flow the amount of water flowing to 

the trough was changed and then the circulating pump flow 

was varied to impose the same upstream Froude Number on the 

flow system* Depth measurements were again recorded and the 

downstream Froude Number calculated* 

Verification of the analogy for upstream Froude Numbers 

greater than unity wa3 conducted in the same general manner* 

The circulating pump flow was adjusted to give upstream Froude 

Numbers greater than unity and the procedure of varying the 

flow to the trough was repeated* All flow measurements were 

made by the use of mercury U tube manometers and the orifices* 



RESULTS 

£3.1. data recorded are for a channel width of eighteen inches* 

After all te3t data had been recorded it was ascertained 

that in most instances a tabular presentation of the data would 

be more suitable than a graphical presentation* This is because 

the values of [1 +^] vary over a small range of values for 

certain flow conditions* Other flow conditions cause the values 

of [l +^] to vary over a small range of values of a much greater 

magnitude* Graphically it is difficult to compare these 

variations for the different flow situations* However9 one 

set of data for a constant upstream Froude Humber of less than 

unity is presented in Fig* 10* 

From the measured values of the upstream Froude Number, 

( F^) , and [l +/^3, a value for the downstream Froude Number, 

( Fg),can be predicted* From the measured values of the upstream 

and the downstream Froude Numbers ( F^ and F,,) a value for 

[1 +^]' can be predicted* The superscript primes here indicate 

a predicted value for the coordinate using the measured values 

of the other two coordinates* 

It is seen from Fig* 10 that curve I is a plot of the 

downstream theoretically predicted Froude Number ( F^) vs the 

actual values of [1 -M] which ware recorded, based on the 

upstream recorded Froude Number of 0*374* This curve urns 

plotted by the use of Fig* 2* Curve II, Fig* 10 is seen to be 
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a plot of the Froude Number actually measured do*mstream> 

/ 

( F^) > vs the predicted values of [1 +A ] for these downstream 

Froude Numbers* This curve is also based on an upstream Froude 

Number of 0.374* 

Table I is seen to be a tabular presentation of curves 

X and II Fig. 10. The columns labeled F-^ , Fg , and [1 +/}] 

are values measured and calculated from the actual flow sit¬ 

uations. The column designated ( Fp is values of the down¬ 

stream Froude Humber predicted by the measured data in columns 

t 
( F^) and [l +^]» The column designated [1 +A ] gives values 

of the predicted [1 +A ] from the measured data in columns 

( F^) and ( F,,). 

It is seen from Fig. 10 that the measured downstream 

Froude Number ( F2) in all cases is greater than the pre¬ 

dicted downstream Froude Number ( Fp for an initial Froude 

Number less than unity. The per cent error between the actual 

and the predicted dovmstream Froude Numbers is 6.8 % This 

discrepancy seems to stem from some momentum terms which were 

neglected in the formulation of the relations on page 8. 

The momentum terms were neglected in order that a direct 

analogy might shown as in Eqn. (19) and Eqn. (22). When 

deriving Eqns. (19) and (22) it was assumed that the 

momentum added to the system by the vertical addition of 

water would be negligible as far as its effects on the 

Froude Number and the depth were concerned. The fact that 

this assumption is erroneous is born out in the physical 
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situation* If it is assumed that all of the momentum dice to 

the water addition is transported downstream then it may be 

shown that Eqn* (18) becomes: 

% [ 1 + 2 Fj{ 1 +/%)] = 1 + 2 F§ , (30) 

-Hjy a" 

where d is the width of the slot in the bottom of the 

trough which is used to add the water* For all cases d 

was 0.125 inch* 

It is seen in Eqn* (30) that as d-*-°° ( that> is,the water 

is added with zero velocity) Eqn* (30) becomes identical with 

Eqn (18)* Eqn* (30) predicts values of Fg which are greater 

than the recorded values and Eqn* (18) predicts values of 

Fg which are less than the recorded values. It is reasonable 

to assume that all of the momentum die to the vertical water 

addition is not transported downstream but that some of it 

is dissipated in turbulence* Because curve II Fig* (10) falls 

between the values predicted by Eqns* (18) and (30) this 

last assumption explains the variation between curves I and 

II ,Fig. (10). 

Table II is a tabular presentation of other data 

recorded for different flow situations* The symbols denoting 

the columns have the same significance as the symbols used 

in Table I* 

It is seen from Table II that Fg is usually greater 

than F^* This is the same result as is shown in Fig* (10)* 



The average amount of the variation -was 2»5f°» 

From Table II note that if the upstream Froude Number 

is greater than unity, the effect of adding water is contrary 

to what is predicted by Eqn* (18). As [l +A] is decreased 

for a constant upstream Froude Number, the downstream Froude 

Number decreases instead of increasing as was predicted* This 

may be due to the high turbulence caused by the addition of the 

water which made accurate depth measurements downstream difficult* 

It will be seen however that Eqn* (30) predicts this effect* 

Measurements of the depth made upstream from the trough 

were not affected by the turbulence because a sufficient 

amount of water was not added to cause the choiring effect 

discussed previously* 

Propagation of the turbulence upstream may be seen in 

Fig. (ll)* From Fig* (ll) may also be seen the beginning of the 

very turbulent downstream flow* 
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CCNCLtEIQNS 

From the above results it is believed that for some cases of 

low initial Froude Numbers ( i.e. in the range F^ < 0.6 ) it is 

possible to predict reasonably well what the final Froude Number 

will be for a certain amount of water addition. 

For initial Froude Numbers greater than unity it is apparent 

that the present analysis is completely in error. 

Some of the error, especially when dealing with Froude Numbers 

greater than unity, seems to evolve from the inherent inaccuracy 

in the depth measuring procedure. 

When any amount of turbulence is present it is extremely 

difficult to ascertain an average depth for the cross section of 

the flow. The errors caused by turbulence seem to be magnified by 

the surface tension effect of the water. 

It is especially difficult also, to evaluate the true effect 

of the addition of water to the flowing stream, on the momentum 

balance of the flow system. 

A better correlation between theory and results might be 

obtained by adding the water through the bottom of the channel. 
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FIGURE 9 
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TABLE I 

P1 

RECORDED DATA 

F2 CI+^3 P2 

PREDICTED DATA 

%1 

0.374 0.500 1.172 0.480 1.198 4.0 

0.374 0.530 1.191 0.495 1.234 6.5 

0.374 0.555 1.235 0.530 1.258 4.5 

0.374 0.593 1.250 0.547 1.293 7.6 

0.374 0.595 1.249 0.546 1.297 8.1 

0.374 0*6 25 1.272 0.572 1.319 8.5 
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TABLE II 

RECORDED DATA PREDICTED DATA 

F1 F2 H+H F * 2. [1 +AJ * % Error 

0.215 0.450 1.753 0.453 1.745 0.68 

0*227 0.434 1.653 0.451 1.624 4.10 

0.229 0.425 1.590 0.425 1.589 0.00 

0.238 0.431 1.590 0.449 1.550 4.10 

0.254 0.406 1*397 0.401 1.405 1.30 

0*261 0*421 1.445 0.439 1.409 1.40 

0*266 0*403 1.397 0.427 1.361 4.60 

0*280 0*440 1.351 0.432 1.372 1.70 

0*281 0*433 1.348 0.431 1.350 0.40 

0.291 0.437 1*348 0*444 1.331 1.50 

0*296 0.436 1*331 0*449 1.302 2.80 

0*311 0*464 1.315 0*470 1.306 1.50 

0.331 0.430 1.229 0.451 1.191 4.50 

0.351 0*456 1*186 0.459 1.189 0.50 

0.351 0*452 1.183 0.455 1.180 0.70 

0.426 0*586 1*150 0.552 1.175 5.70 

0*467 0*606 1.121 0*595 
/ 

1.130 1.80 

1.525 1*429 1*104 
/ 

1.012 8.30 

1.525 1.308 1.071 M# 

/ 
1.029 4.20 

1*525 1.210 1*048 1.039 1.00 
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